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Abstract
The purpose of the work is to identify the use of metaphors and comparisons 
characterizing the appearance of the heroes of the anti-utopian novel “We” 
by Yevgeny Zamyatin in cognitive and functional aspects. It has been prov-
en that the keywords of the thematic group “Human Appearance” and their 
lexical environment manifest the specificity of the individual style, includ-
ing the writer’s cognitive style. The study focuses on the semantic features 
of metaphor and comparison in the lexical connections of the keywords of 
this group, as well as the knowledge formats behind these figurative means, 
which form the text’s conceptual structure. The specificity of the function-
ing of figurative means as a mode of expressing the author’s intentions and 
his cognitive ability has been defined. Analysis of the metaphors and com-
parisons in the text fragments containing the description of the heroes’ ap-
pearances allowed revealing such features of Zamyatin’s idiostyle as the 
high “density” of figurative and expressive means, dominance of metaphors, 
epithets and comparisons among figurative means, the prevalence of seman-
tic occasionalisms and the author’s comparisons in metaphor composition, 
cognitive-semantic specificity of metaphorization 
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based on the “donor”-sphere, and the “geometricity” of figurative means 
characterizing the details of the appearance of the heroes. It is shown that 
the cognitive style’s specificity manifests itself in the actualization of con-
cepts important for the writer, the formation of new conceptual meanings, 
usage of cognitive mechanisms in the emergence of new meanings, mix-
ture of modes of world perception, re-categorization and polycategoriza-
tion of text meanings, interaction of conceptual spheres, structure of new 
semantic models, etc. All this allows the writer to create colorful, expres-
sive portrait features, express his own attitude to the characters and present 
an original individual picture of the world.

eywords  idiostyle, cognitive style, lexical structure of the text, cognitive 
mechanisms.

Metáfora y comparación en las características del retrato de los héroes de 
la novela “ osotros” como un indicador del e. diostyle de amyatin  
aspecto cognitivo-funcional

esumen
l ob etivo del traba o es identificar el uso de met foras y comparaciones 
ue caracterizan la aparici n de los h roes de la novela antiut pica “ o-

sotros” de evgeny amyatin en aspectos cognitivos y funcionales. e ha 
demostrado ue las palabras clave del grupo tem tico “Apariencia huma-
na” y su entorno l xico manifiestan la especificidad del estilo individual, 
incluido el estilo cognitivo del escritor. l estudio se centra en las carac-
ter sticas sem nticas de la met fora y la comparaci n en las conexiones 
l xicas de las palabras clave de este grupo, as  como en los formatos de 
conocimiento detr s de estos medios figurativos, ue forman la estructura 
conceptual del texto. e ha definido la especificidad del funcionamiento de 
los medios figurativos como un modo de expresar las intenciones del autor 
y su capacidad cognitiva. l an lisis de las met foras y las comparaciones 
en los fragmentos de texto ue contienen la descripci n de las apariencias 
de los h roes permitieron revelar caracter sticas del idiostyle de amyatin 
como la alta “densidad” de los medios figurativos y expresivos, el dominio 
de las met foras, los ep tetos y las comparaciones entre los medios figu-
rativos, la prevalencia de ocasionales sem nticos y las comparaciones del 
autor en la composici n de met foras, la especificidad cognitivo-sem nti-
ca de la metaforización basada en la esfera “donante”, y la “geometría” de 
los medios figurativos ue caracterizan los detalles de la apariencia de los 
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h roes. e muestra ue la especificidad del estilo cognitivo se manifiesta 
en la actualizaci n de conceptos importantes para el escritor, la formaci n 
de nuevos significados conceptuales, el uso de mecanismos cognitivos en 
la aparici n de nuevos significados, la mezcla de modos de percepci n del 
mundo, la reclasificaci n y la policategorizaci n. de significados de texto, 
interacci n de esferas conceptuales, estructura de nuevos modelos sem n-
ticos, etc. Todo esto le permite al escritor crear rasgos de retratos coloridos 
y expresivos, expresar su propia actitud hacia los persona es y presentar 
una imagen individual original del mundo.

alabras clave  idiostyle, estilo cognitivo, estructura l xica del texto, me-
canismos cognitivos.

. ntroduction
The individuality of an author’s text manifests itself through artistic and 
linguistic features. rom the variety of language means of figurative ex-
pressiveness, a writer chooses those, which meet their artistic goals and 
intentions. As a result, a uni ue individual picture of the world is created. 
The artistic world of a writer is formed in the process of metaphorization, 
especially when describing characters. n our study, we prove that the ar-
tistic reality created by a writer re ects a special categorical conscious-
ness, which allows the author and then the reader to go beyond the limits 
of visual and sensory experience and to shape an original world.

ne of the main roles in the works of evgeny amyatin is performed by 
the characterization of the character’s appearance re ecting the writer’s at-
titude towards them. The purpose of this work is to identify the features of 
the use of metaphors and comparisons, which characterize the appearance 
of the heroes of the anti-utopian novel “ e” by amyatin in the cognitive 
and functional aspects. The ob ect of the study involves the metaphors 
and comparisons that describe the appearance of the characters in the 
lexical structure of the novel. The sub ect of the research are the formats 
of knowledge behind these figurative means, which form the conceptual 
structure of the text. ince we expand the notion of “idiostyle” and incor-
porate cognitive style into it, one of the tasks of the analysis is to identi-
fy the the author’s artistic reality’s cognitive mechanisms of perception. 
The artistic reality is comprehended in the process of analyzing the text’s 
conceptual structure. The text of the novel is studied in the framework of 
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functional linguistics, taking into account the communicative, pragmatic 
and cognitive aspects.

2. Methods
The features of the language of amyatin’s works and the author’s idio-
style were revealed using an analysis of the lexical structure of the text 

hurilina,  tepanova, , pp. -  olotnova, , pp. 
-  “at the level of lexemes, statements, blocks of statements, text 

paradigms, and associative text fields re ecting the vertical and horizon-
tal structuring with a focus on correlation with concepts whose system 
re ects a fragment of the conceptual picture of the author’s world” o-
lotnova, , p. . The lexical structure of the text is organized based 
on the same “dimensions” that are “adopted for the lexical system  par-
adigmatic, syntagmatic and derivational relations” tepanova, , p. 

. The study of the lexical structure of the text was aimed at finding and 
analyzing keywords characterizing the appearance of the characters in the 
novel “ e” and their associative-verbal connections in the text  primarily 
figurative and expressive meansof syntagmatic and paradigmatic synon-
ymous  connections of keywords. n the analysis of these connections, 
the methods of cognitive-semantic and component analysis, as well as the 
method of uantitative calculation, were also implemented. The method 
of distributive analysis was used, which revealed the originality of the 
author’s word usage.
The cognitive approach to an artistic text suggests the development of 
theoretical positions of A. . otebn a, . . hcherba, . . inokur, 

. . inogradov, etc. rom the standpoint of cognitive poetics, a text 
is interpreted as a dynamic unit with conceptual content. The analysis is 
carried out based on the principle of interpretation of basic conceptual 
metaphors and the determination of the conceptual and semantic organi-
zation of a text. The cognitive approach allows one to somewhat shift the 
research to the study of the inner semantic space of a writer’s personality 
to the determination of new images of knowledge and ways of represent-
ing knowledge.

. esults
The relevance of the study is due to the increasing attention to amyatin’s 
creative heritage. is personality combined the talent of a writer who mas-
terfully used the resources of the ussian language, and a philosopher with 
the constructive thinking of an engineer. The study of the writer’s works in 
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ussia began in the early s, followingthe publication of his works in 
the late s. The results and tendencies of  years of amyatin studies 
as a field of ussian literary and cultural studies were considered in the 
thesis of . . Tolmacheva . n Tambov niversity, an international 
scientific amyatin center was created, which brought together the efforts 
of primarily literary scholars. The center regularly hosts amyatin ead-
ings   volumes of the collective monograph “The reative eritage of 

evgeny amyatin  A iew from Today” and “ amyatin ncyclopedia  
ebedyansky context” have been published  more than  theses on the 

literary analysis of amyatin’s creative work have been defended olyak-
ova, .
A linguistic study of the writer’s works began only in the early s. The 
categories of space and time otinova,  ebedeva, , verbs of 
speech activity ayasov,  in amyatin’s prose were analyzed. ep-
arate works touched upon linguocultural and cognitive-semiotic aspects 
of amyatin’s texts analysis idorova,  Altabaeva, a  b . 

inguists note  “As much as amyatin is in demand in domestic and for-
eign literary criticism, the language of his fiction is little studied. e still 
do not have systematic research on the language and style of his works” 
Altabaeva, , p. .
n an understanding of the individual style of the writer, we proceed from 

the definition given by inogradov. t is “a system of individual aesthetic 
use of the means of verbal expression, which is characteristic of a given 
period of fiction development” inogradov, , p. . n communica-
tive stylistics, the linguistic personality of an author is viewed through the 
prism of idiostyle as “individual authorial features of the worldview and 
textual activity re ected in the text as a form of communication” olot-
nova, , p.  as “the presence of uni ue figurative means tropes and 
stylistic figures ” akhidova, , p. . e also associate idiostyle with 
the concept of “cognitive style”, by which we understand the individual 
ways of perceiving and representing reality, as well as the cognitive mech-
anisms of the formation and interpretation of textual meanings. Therefore, 
the extension of the concept of “idiostyle” does not contradict its tradition-
al understanding but only clarifies it fromthe position of cognitive poetics.

amyatin’s text is a phenomenon that has absorbed not only the features of 
real historical time, artistic and stylistic features of the first third of the th 
century, but also the personality features of the author himself, especially 
his world perception. The texts of amyatin’s works are saturated with 
figurative and expressive means that ac uire powerful symbolic meaning.
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. iscussion
Analysis of portrait characteristics in the lexical structure of the text of 

amyatin’s anti- topia “ e” amyatin,  allowed the identifying 
of  text fragments containing such characteristics otsova,  orel-
skaya, . The most fre uent keywords in these fragments were the 
words of  eyes   uses ,  arms  ,  lips  ,  
face  ,  smile  ,  head  ,  mouth  , 

 brows  ,  cheeks  ,  teeth  .
n the lexical environment of these keywords, various types of systematic 

semantic links paradigmatic, syntagmatic, and derivational  were identi-
fied but synonymic and syntagmatic relations were dominant. n these text 
fragments, a high “density” of the use of figurative means characterizing 
various details of the heroes’ appearances were noted.
A total of  figurative and expressive means were found in the syn-
tagmatic connections of keywords  epithets , metaphors  meta-
phors, including  metaphorical epithets  and  comparisons.
A textual analysis showed that a striking feature of amyatin’s idiostyle 
is the dominance of author’s metaphors and comparisons, namely  
semantic occasionalisms of  metaphors  of the total number of 
metaphors  and  author’s comparisons of  comparisons, or . in-
guists emphasize that the writers of the th century are characterized by 
the use of occasionalistic metaphors  “ riters seem to be competing who 
will come up with something more unexpected” ikhailov,  ikhailo-
va, , p. .
n the aesthetics of amyatin, the artistic detail is the leading principle in 

the organization of the portrait of a character. In some cases, a separate 
element of appearance can play a greater role than the general description 
of a person. or example, the text fragment with the keyword  eyes  
“          -    

,       ,    ” 
“ n her eyes, nevertheless, and on her brows, there was a strange irritating 
, and  was unable to grasp it, to find an arithmetical expression for it” .

The word    uses  describes only the appearance of the heroine 
-  being an individual feature that distinguishes her as a person who 

is sharp, straightforward, and capable of unexpected and unpredictable 
actions. he is like a mathematical variable, something non-pronounced 
and difficult to understand. The motif of strangeness characterizes not only 
the heroine -  but also the most important character - . t seems 
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to - , the first builder of the ntegral, that  is strange in the eyes of 
the -  because he does not understand what is happening to him, as 
the concepts of “soul” and “love” are alien to the umbers. Therefore,  
annoys the rationalist - .

escriptions of the appearance of a hero are often combined with their 
psychological characteristics, re ecting certain manifestations of charac-
ter, behavior, and habits. This is a feature of the writer’s cognitive style 
 the intersection of conceptual spaces of the appearance and the inner 

world. or example, in the text of the novel, it is repeatedly noted that 
the main character -  has     straight 
brows , which re ects the linear integrity and structured-ness of his con-
sciousness and worldview. The straight line in the novel becomes a symbol 
of the ideology of the state, in which there is only one truth.

ne peculiarity of amyatin’s metaphors and comparisons characterizing 
the appearance of the heroes in this anti-utopia is a comparison with ar-
tifacts. This is also a manifestation of the writer’s cognitive style, mainly 
in the identification of different conceptual spheres, which are determined 
by the artistic goal of the author and the general idea of the work, as well 
as the domination of the soulless over the spiritual and human. Therefore, 
the main motives are the mechanistic nature of human life, the imperson-
ality of the umbers, the predetermination of time. etails of appearance 
are associated with artifacts tools, household ob ects similar to geometric 
figures , which emphasize the impersonality of some of the characters of 
the anti-utopia, their lack of natural human feelings, emotions, and simi-
larity to robots. or example, eyes   windows , ,  
drills ,  curtains ,  blinds ,  saucers ,  
holes ,  porcelain ,  hairy , -  
blue crystalline ,  varnished  face   plate-

like ,  draft-like ,  glass ,  triangle  
lips   scissors ,  scythe   -  
smile pasted like a plaster  brows   ,  cross ,  
triangle  temple    map  neck   
valise  arms   appearing for a second and disappearing , 

 springless .
Author’s metaphors and comparisons are based on personal associations, 
re ecting the profession and specifics of the activities of amyatin, a ship 
engineer and lover of mathematical accuracy, himself. Therefore, it is no 
coincidence that in the sphere of the metaphorical association of the writer, 
comparisons of the appearance’s details with mathematical concepts and 
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geometric figures appear  forehead  ,   yellow 
parabola , legs   integrated , face   draft-
like . -  is also a mathematician. Among the details, a special place 
is occupied by allusive details    -  - , the poet 
with the lips of a egro  an allusion to A. . ushkin , , 

  doublecurved being, half-hunched  an allusion to 
snake  a symbol of life death and spirituality .

ess commonly, natural facts, or phenomena of the animal or plant world 
were noted in the basis of metaphorical hyphenation  arms   
wings ,  branches  head   bush  eyes   ow-

ers . everal ad ective metaphors were singled out lips  , 
 faded and washed out  arms   springless , as 

well as artifact images  plate-like  face,  draft-
like  face . ach detail at the same time actualizes the author’s intention, 
marks a special categorical consciousness. or example, the author’s met-
aphor  wings  actualizes the motive of spirituality, occasionalism 

 springless   the motive of mechanicalness. n the nited 
tate, all numbers are cogs of a single state machine. n addition, the inter-

nal state of the heroine -  not knowing what to do with the unborn child, 
helpless because -  fell in love with another, is manifested. At the 
same time, new textual meanings are formed. or example,   
empty dress  of -  has a text meaning  her former world disappeared 

since she decided to go against the laws of the Tables. That is why -  
calls her   human splinter . The text also con-
ceptualizes the new content of the concept “human”  impersonality, me-
chanicalness, insecurity, schematization, etc. The interaction of different 
conceptual spheres also determines the formation of new meanings. or 
example,  springless  voice,  springless  
arms  lifeless’. etaphorical combinations such as , 

 at  voice, fall into the process of categorization and form an 
invariant image of fear. At the same time, new conceptual models can be 
formed. or example, the model “voice  space capable of deformation” 

,  ,  at  voice .
Author’s comparisons also arise based on individual associations and fea-
tures of categorical consciousness. y . . fimov’s definition, a compar-
ison “is a trope consisting of two predications and establishing a relation 
similarity, gradation, contrast  of the compared arguments through the 

real commonality of their predicates” atkina, , p. . omparison, 
in contrast to metaphor, speaks directly about what the sub ect or phenom-
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enon correlates to  it reports their immediate similarity.
Comparisons characterizing the appearance of the heroes are also distin-
guished by a high degree of occasionalistic character   out of  com-
parisons are individually the author’s, which is about  of their total.
An analysis of comparisons showed that they are represented by three 
types of structures. The most numerous type is the comparison with con-
unctions ,  like  “    ,   

 ” “the lower lip turned out like the cuff of a rolled-up 
sleeve”  “     ,   

” “like the image on a photographic plate in a developing uid, her 
face gradually reappeared”  “   , 

  , ” “her cheeks uivering and hanging 
down like ancient precious ornaments” , etc. everal comparisons with the 
words ,   like  were noted  “the double-curved one like 
the letter ”  “cheeks hanging down, which look like the gills of a fish”. 

ach comparison enriches the images of the characters. or example, “the 
double-curved one like the letter ” -  is associated with a snake  a 
symbol of life death. Through suffering, the uardian found spirituality, 
which is evidenced by the detail  wing-like ears . ystematic 
meaning of the word is having ears in the shape of wings  cultural and 
conceptual aspect marks the symbolic meaning of the wings  spirituality. 
The somatic code is also actualized  the ears are a signal of the snake-like 
sensory-auditory perception of reality. The zoomorphic character descrip-
tion code of the character  manifests degradation, loss of humanity. The 
third type of comparison is formed by a noun in the instrumental case with-
out a preposition    button-like nose    

 turned around like a little black ball     
  like a little bundle she crumpled below me on the 

cold doorstep . The visual mode of perception is highlighted, which makes 
it possible to highlight the psychological state of the character. Thus, the 
comparison like a little bundle creates an image of fear of the unknown.

ingle-word comparisons are rare. ore often, the author is inclined to use 
broad, expanded comparisons. The predominance of the expanded forms 
of comparison in amyatin’s value picture of the world indicates a desire 
for maximum detail and accessibility of the text to increase reader com-
prehension.

etails of the appearance, as in the case of metaphors, are compared with 
household items, mechanisms, instruments  “      

,  ,  ,   ” “my eyes 
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now are like a pen, or like a counting machine which you hold and feel in 
your hands”  “       ” 
“  was like a photographic plate  everything was making its imprint with 

a strange, senseless precision on me” , etc. The author wants to emphasize 
the similarity of the citizens of the nited tate with robots, their faceless-
ness, and their lack of human feelings. The sphere of being is actualized 
through the sphere of life.

ften, using comparisons, the author characterizes a person as a whole, 
without specifying certain details of their appearance  “   

   ,     , -
 ” “like a nut ying from a wheel revolving at full speed, 

a female umber, thin, exible, and tense, tore herself from our rows”  
“     ” “panting like an air pump”  “    

,       ” “  was 
as red as a piece of iron on an anvil under the moulding sledge hammer” . 
Through such comparisons, not only is the internal state of the characters 
transmitted but also invariant images are formed. or example, in the sen-
tence “   , ” “  became light-footed again, ex-
tremely light ” , the image of the spiritual, as opposed to the image of the 
supermaterial “heavy” world of the numbers  with heavy 
legs  doctor,  cast-iron  hands , is actualized.
Thus, we can conclude that the principle of comparing heroes with inani-
mate objects, more often with mechanisms and their details, dominates in 
the amyatin’s idiostyle. t is no coincidence that . . ikhailov in the 
article “ randmaster of literature” noted that amyatin depicts represent-
atives of the society of transparent walls and the integration of the life of 
everyone ikhailov, , pp. - . n many ways, this is contributed 
to by the author’s metaphors and comparisons, which become a way to 
express his cognitive style.
n the novel, there are also mixed types of figurative perception of the 

world. n the combination   my head was break-
ing to pieces  an allegorical event-image is created  metaphorical head 
umped in different directions  and metonymic thoughts contained in the 

head umped in different directions . The action verb  break  is 
characterized by a combination with the sub ect  head , therefore, 
in the text, the word is not associated with the prototypical element “ac-
tion”, but with the variant “physical state”. unctional categorization at the 
time of the formation of meaning is observed. The cognitive mechanism of 
inference actualizes a new meaning  thoughts changed sharply in opposite 
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directions . A new structure of knowledge is conceptualized  the idea of 
the duality of - ’s consciousness, which corresponds to the essence of 
the character and symbolizes the duality of his nature sacral meaning .

amyatin masterfully describes the appearance of the characters, resorting 
to non-ordinary, often unfolded, metaphorical descriptions  “    
 ,  , -   

, ,     -  , ” “ is face 
is like porcelain, painted with sweet blue and tender little pink owers 
eyes and lips , but today those little owers looked faded and washed 

out”  “ -  , ,    
 ” “These were heavy-wheeled automatons seemingly 

bound in iron and moved by an invisible mechanism” .
The representation of the characters’ appearance re ects the author’s in-
dividual understanding of the essence of the same appearance’s details. 

any characters of the novel are endowed with one or more memorable, 
significant features. The repetitive detail sometimes reaches such a degree 
of artistic expressiveness that it is capable of re ecting not only the ap-
pearance characteristic but also the inner essence of the character, their 
aesthetic significance. t should be emphasized that in this case, differ-
ent cultural codes are realized. or example, -    sharp   
uses , ,   exible like a whip  ob ect code  -   

 ,  double-curved   sacral code , 
  -  pink wing-like ears  color and somatic 

codes ,   cheeks like  the gills of a fish   zoomorphic code  
-    with the lips of a egro ,  -  

valise-like neck  anthropomorphic, somatic and ob ect codes . “The 
physical integration of individuals is reduced, as a rule, to one single body 
part  -  consists of the lips of a egro, -    on her face,   cheeks 
like the gills of a fish, -   hairy arms” hmid, , p. . Thus, 
repetitions of any characteristics of the appearance also become key in the 
description and perception of the image of the heroes, and the mixing of 
different cultural codes becomes a feature of the writer’s cognitive style.

. onclusion
The analysis of the figurative means in the lexical structure of amyatin’s 
anti-utopian novel “ e” has shown that the fact that the writer used a 
large number of author’s metaphors and comparisons to describe the char-
acters’ appearance is an important feature of amyatin’s idiostyle, which 
largely determines his creative individuality, originality, and recognition 
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of his writing. Occasionalistic tropes not only allow for the creation of 
colorful, expressive portrait characteristics revealing the author’s attitude 
to the characters but also demonstrate a special categorical consciousness 
of the writer, allowing him to go beyond the visual-sensory experience in 
the process of forming his own artistic reality. The writer actively used 
his cognitive style realizing certain intentions and ideas. or example, the 
images -   curative, plaster-like smiles ,  

    foreheads unclouded by the insanity 
of thinking ,     four-pawed ,  
from under the forehead , etc. manifest the idea  the genuine and true in 

a person fears direct expression. e have noted such features of the writ-
er’s cognitive style as actualization of the new content of known concepts, 
formation of invariant images, combination of various conceptual areas, 
conceptualization of new meanings, mixture of modes of reality percep-
tion, combination of cultural codes in figurative means, implementation of 
cognitive mechanisms of polycategorization, re-categorization, typization, 
metaphorization, metonimization, comparison, shift of meanings and for-
mation of new knowledge formats.
Actively using the methods of metaphorization the writer selects one char-
acteristic detail of appearance and repeats it, making this feature a signa-
ture trait of the character.

etaphors and comparisons in amyatin’s texts are a means of creating 
not only appearance characteristics but also transmitting the emotional and 
psychological state of the characters  they hint at the personality and the 
inner world, allowing one to understand the motives of their behavior and 
certain situations, as well asthe logical development of the image in gen-
eral.
A special feature of amyatin’s style is the compression of meaning, which 
also manifests itself in the characterization of the heroes’ appearance. t 
consists in the fact that the writer delivers textual information to the reader 
in a concentrated manner using a minimum of language means. The au-
thor’s metaphors and comparisons play a leading role performing primar-
ily expressive-evaluative and cognitive functions. n many cases, in the 
process of functioning, these tropes can receive additional often implicitly 
expressed emotional and semantic shades, which leads to an increment of 
the meaning of the text as a whole.

amyatin’s artistic picture of the world, like any other writer’s, is much 
broader than the language picture of the world. t can be fully considered 
only in the totality of the texts of the works, especially texts of a general 
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genre orientation anti-utopia . ere, a comparative analysis of the tropes 
that characterize the appearance of the characters seems to be promising, 
for example, in the lexical structure of the novel “ e” and the story “The 
Islanders”.
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